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• Different life stages of spotted lanternfly can be 

monitored by detecting different characteristics of tree 

of heaven (Fig. 2).

• White colored seed clusters in winter (Fig. 3), yellow-

colored flowers and leaves in spring (Fig. 4) and red to 

yellow-colored fruits and leaves (Fig. 5) of tree of 

heaven can be through stitched drone images.

• Being the major host of spotted lanternflies, tree of 

heaven can be used for the monitoring and 

management of spotted lanternflies in large or hard-to-

access areas using drones (Fig. 6).

OBJECTIVE

The spotted lanternfly (Lycorma delicatula) is an invasive 

pest native to China which was introduced to the United 

States in 2014 (Barringer et al. 2015). As of 2023, the 

spotted lanternfly was detected in seven counties of WV. 

Currently, no effective trapping methods for spotted 

lanternflies are available, and pest managers are solely 

relying on the ground survey to detect trees of heaven 

(Ailanthus altissima), the most preferred host plant of the 

spotted lanternfly (Uyi et al. 2021). During the past ten 

years, drones have been used in detecting invasive plant 

species and plant protection (Kim et al. 2021), which can 

be used potentially for the detection of the tree.
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CONCLUSION 

Fig. 1. Drones equipped with optical sensor (A), Path for aerial 

survey using autopilot mode (B), Downloading aerial images from 

drone (C), Pix4DMapper stitching image to generate orthomosaic 

image (D)
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We found that drones could accurately detect tree of 

heaven during different seasons of the year. This result 

will help develop a field protocol for the detection of tree of 

heaven with aerial surveys. This study demonstrated that 

detection of the tree of heaven would be possible with 

aerial surveys with drones equipped with optical sensors, 

which can help in the early response and prioritize the 

efforts on spotted lanternfly management. 

• To develop an aerial survey method for detecting and 

mapping tree of heaven using drones

• Site Location: Morgantown and Kearneysville, West 

Virginia

• Aerial survey was conducted throughout the year 

targeting different phenological stages of tree of 

heaven.

• Aerial images were collected with rotary-wing drones 

equipped with optical sensors.

• After flights, aerial images were downloaded from the 

drones, and Pix4DMapper (Pix4D, Prilly, Switzerland) 

was used to stitch and georeferenced aerial imagery 

(Fig. 1)

• Tree of heaven were identified with their key 

characteristics from stitched aerial images. 

Fig. 6. Drone flying above tree (A), Aerial image of tree of heaven (B), 

spotted lanternflies on tree of heaven (C) and spotted lanternfly adult (D)
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Fig. 2. Life cycle of 

spotted lanternfly with 

characteristics feature of 

tree of heaven used to 

detect the tree at their 

different life stages using 

drones equipped with 

sensors. 
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Fig. 5. Composite image with tree of heaven (arrows) in summer at organic 

farm, WVU
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Fig. 3. Example composite image with tree of heaven (arrows) in winter
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Fig. 4. Example composite image with tree of heaven (arrows) in spring
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